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Section 5:   Close Assaults 
 
5.1.   Introduction 
 
 Platoons or companies may conduct close assaults, which are a combination of 
moving and firing.  Close assaults involve moving into base-to-base contact with the enemy, 
exchanging point-blank fire, and then determining who withdraws. 
 
5.2.   Basic Information 
 
5.2.1.   Closing with the enemy is a move 

Bases may not intentionally close assault bases they have not spotted.  To conduct a 
close assault, the assaulting player announces the target of the close assault and conducts a 
normal move with the assaulting bases. There is no “charge bonus” for this movement.  If the 
assaulting bases make contact with the enemy, a close assault occurs.  If they do not make 
contact with the enemy, no close assault occurs.  The attacker can choose how to distribute 
his attacking bases against defending bases, but no more than three attacking bases may 
contact a defending base.  The groups of attacking and defending platoons are called 
“platoon groups.”  If the attacking player cannot get all his bases into contact with the enemy, 
the surplus bases do not participate in the close assault.  Applicable opportunity fires – as 
described in Section 4.5.6.  –  may be conducted during the movement of the close assaulting 
unit. 
 
5.2.2.   Close assault resolution 

To resolve the close assault both sides roll their short-range attacks against each 
other, just as they would for normal direct fire, and apply the results.  To do this, bases must 
be in base-to-base contact.  During close assaults, bases conduct this short-range fire against 
those bases with which they are in contact.  Both the attacker and defender use the defense 
factor for the cover they occupy when the close assault is resolved.   

The order in which attacks occur is indicated in the table below. When the attacks are 
NOT simultaneous, the side with the advantage rolls its attacks and applies the results.  The 
side without the advantage must apply the results and fight back only with those bases that 
remain. 

 
Defender’s Condition Attacker is 

attacking 
Defender’s Good Pinned Retreating 

Front Defender attacks 
first 

Both attacks are 
simultaneous 

Attacker attacks 
first 

Flank or Rear Both attacks are 
simultaneous 

Attacker attacks 
first 

Attacker attacks 
first 

 
If multiple conditions exist, they are applied in the attacker’s favor.   As an example, 

in the case of two attacking platoons on one defending platoon in which one platoon is 
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Quick Reference Information (But not a Chart!) 
 
Description of all special dice: 

PIN Retreat OK Random
Order

Retreat

OK

PIN

X X

X X XE E

same as 
last turn

same as 
nearest 

unit

same as 
nearest 

unit

advance 
toward 
enemy

no actionwithdraw 
half move

1 2 3 4 5 6

Spotting

Morale 1

Engineering

Random
Orders

Opportunity
Fire

Die Roll

PIN

RegularElite Regular Green Green GreenMorale 2

The numbers at the top are designed so that you can use this as a chart (Argh!  Say it isn’t 
so!) if you do not want to create the needed special dice. 
 
Modifiers to attack values: 

If the firing base is in the flank or rear of the target base, the target base’s defensive 
value is reduce by two. 
 
Line of sight in woods: 4” for sparse woods and 2” for heavy woods. 
 
Modifiers to number of spotting dice rolled: 

Spotting unit is designated 
reconnaissance 

+1 die 

Spotting unit is stationary infantry or 
AT gun 

+1 die 

Enemy units fired from the target area +1 die 
Spotting unit is moving -1 die 
For every 10” the target area is from 
the spotting unit 

-1 die 

 
Who rolls first in Close Assaults? 

Defender’s Condition Attacker is 
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Defender’s Good Pinned Retreating 
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first 

Both attacks are 
simultaneous 
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first 

Flank or Rear Both attacks are 
simultaneous 

Attacker attacks 
first 

Attacker attacks 
first 
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